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Abstract- In this paper, vortex launch scheme for coupling light

TP1

TP2

TP3

TP4

into the skew ray of a gradient index multi-mode fiber (MMF)
was studied. Simulation shows that with proper control of vortex
order, signal integrity at the receiver end can be dramatically
300m 50/125 MMF

improved in case defects exist in MMF.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Photo Diode

coupling/vortex lens

Fiber communication is widely used for local area networks

Fig. 1. Simulation Setup

(LAN’s) applications. This has led to considerable demands in

The laser source has a spatial component constructed as

Ethernet links. However, for cost reasons, a majority of the installed

fundamental Gaussian mode (Laguerre-Gaussian mode LG00) with

fiber base today is composed of gradient index MMF [1]. In

beam spot size of 25um. Which represents a radial overfilled launch

attempting to achieve higher data rates, a dominant limiting factor is

condition. Output from laser is connected to coupling/vortex lens

the inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by modal dispersion (MD)

model, which applies radial/vortex transformation of phase front and

[2]. MD depends not only on launch conditions at the input of the

focusing of incoming signal. The focal length is constantly set to

fiber, but also on the variances in the fiber profiles that present

~500um and order of vortex will be discussed in result part.

themselves as various defects. Thus, a pulse of light that excites

In MMF links, refractive index (RI) profile always plays a crucial

multiple modes inside the fiber arrives as several pulses at the output

role in the propagation of optical signal. Two fibers were simulated,

of the fiber, a phenomenon known as MD [3] which dominants the

one MMF with ideal RI profile, and one MMF with RI dip defects in

signal integrity in optical communication based upon MMF.

the center area (Index profile are shown in Fig. 2.).

In transceiver design, electrical equalization [4] are widely used to

For comparison, an exactly same type of photo diode is also place

mitigate the ISI caused by MD. However, this will also bring other

in TP2 (not illustrated) which show an input signal as shown in Fig. 3.

issues such as noise enhancement and degradation of achievable
bit-error ratio (BER) [5].
An alternative efforts to electrical equalization is to couple laser
power into the MMF with phase adjustment [1]. Rather than focus
majority of optical power into MMT by merely illuminating a small
central fiber core area and hence a small number of low order modes
are excited, this method excite higher order modes to reach better MD

Fig. 2a

Fig. 2b

control [6].
In this paper, numerically simulated signal integrity in MMF links
with different launched mode are discussed.

II.

SIMULATION SETUP

Fig. 1 shows the simulation setup with an 850nm laser as an output
of 10Gbps optical signal. This optical signal is coupled by a vortex
lens into a 300m 50/125 MMF and received by a photo diode. (Fig. 1).
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Fig.3.
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III.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

We compare the link performance difference ranges from vortex
order m=0 to m=10. For m=0 case, this is typically a traditional
focusing lens with output phase diagram made up by concentric
circles (Fig. 4a.) and intensity distribution of LG00 unchanged (Fig.
4b.).

Fig. 4a

Fig. 4b

Under this launch mode, though the eye diagram in the receiver end
is quite good after transmitting through an ideal 300m MMF (Fig. 5a)

Fig. 7a. (m=2)

Fig. 7b. (m=6)

Fig. 7c. (m=10)

Fig. 8a. (m=2)

Fig. 8b. (m=6)

Fig. 8c. (m=10)

A plot of BER vs. vortex mode (Fig. 9) also shows that utilizing
vortex phase into MMF launch mode can help to improve the BER.
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and basically have no bit-error-ratio (BER) at all (~10

). Eye

diagram become really badly (Fig. 5b) with BER soaring up to ~10-5.

Fig. 9

IV.
Fig. 5a

CONCLUSION

Our study shows that applying vortex launch can help to overcome

Fig. 5b

With vortex order increase from m=0 to m=10. Position of intensity

the defects in MMF and significantly improve the signal integrity.

V.

maximum at the TP2 shift from 0um (central position) to 7um (Fig.6).
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